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PSIMS CAD 
 
 A complete system for Jail Management with web 

style presentation provides a familiar environment for 

users, presenting all data in clear, concise and 

clickable views. When fully integrated with other 

PSIMS modules, Cameras, Electronic Fingerprint 

Systems and State/NCIC, jail officers becomes 

efficient and effective. May be deployed as a stand-

alone system or in conjunction with other PSIMS 

products for a complete public safety solution. 

 

Detailed Booking Entry. This program features easy 

flowing screens that are segmented by logical 

categories. It also allows immediate access to 

booking record summaries and easy return later to 

complete missing information.  

 

Single button forwarding to live scan systems 

available. System has full export capability to Vines 

system with continued updates through the jail term. 

 

Features: 

 

Single or multiple agency 

Point and click cell assignments  

 

curity with in-house systems  

Dynamic bed addition/removal to handle       

overflow situations  

Detailed activity logs  

Prisoner cash tracking  

Automated visitors checks and logs  

Interfaces to third party systems  

Automated state checks for release verification  

 Inmate Classification and Reclassification  

Inmate Holds 

Integrated Master Names Index 

Medical and Suicide Screenings 

Property Management (Intake and Issuance) 

Bond and Court Information per Charge 

Sentencing in Year, Months, Days, and Hours 

Mass Movement 

Social Security Administration Reporting 

Visitation, including Visit Limits and Privilege 

Management, Professional/Visits 

Incidents and Disciplinary Hearing 
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Security and Completeness:  

Full user security for both system access and data 

content. Supervisor functions to approve record 

quality and content. Automated checks ensure 

consistency of data values and mandatory fields. Full 

control of pick list content by administration staff.  

 

Precise Mug Shots 

PSIMS Imaging module allows you to capture 

uniform mug shots that meet National Institute of 

Standards and Technology (NIST) size and format 

standards. You can control camera functions 

remotely through a live video feed. 

 

Jail Incidents 

 Track jail incidents by type, location, date 

and time 

 Create narratives of jail incidents 

 Track involved inmates and officers 

Maintaining Inmate Separation 

Keep volatile inmates separate from one another 

using PSIMS Jail Management module. Once you 

create a Keep Separate record, the software will 

display an on-screen warning to alert you if a 

security restriction will be violated by moving 

inmates.  

 

Inmate Movement Logs 

Record inmate movement in one convenient place 

using PSIMS Jail Management module. The Inmate 

Movement Log records the time when inmates are 

moved in and out of a location.  

 

Technical Support and Training 

Receive assistance 24 hours a day, seven days a 

week with PSIMS support.  

After Hours Hotline (877)893-0911 EXT 2 


